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Foreword
may we shed our old, too-tight skins, drop our constraints. may we run,
raw and naked, until we reach some fresh and better place of our own
devising. may we create the new.
—Molly Cavanaugh

“Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the courage to lose sight of the
shore.”

—Andre Gide

Poetry

Frederick Wilbur

Words in Every Poem

Diaphanous tricks black and white:
a pheromone of love’s language,
a quality that reveals less
than what it is, a mystery worthy
of the surety of spring, yet
keeps the reader in desire.
And palimpsest hints the art
underneath erasures, revisions,
borrowings from the worded body,
sense not quite extinct,
a voice breathy in far avenues
of memory’s hometown
the way an echo provokes
cries of recognition.
The master craftsman is an ersatz god,
always seeking genuine expression,
but relying on the inference of perception
to make what nature inspires
common, believable, relevant.
When we forgive ourselves
there are beautiful consequences,
but we are of the accepted misconception:
that traces of intuition are coat hanger
question marks waiting for comfort,
that among caloric thoughts we dread
the insidious sugars of our enemies,
and darkness between tines of a fork,
will outlast our personal polish,
we are desperate to deny loneliness.
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Fiction

Matthew Wallenstein

Lumen

There is a slosh of lukewarm coffee. He holds his cup as if he
is warming his hands on it. We sit and he reads like it is the same night
of stories and children in the photos that curl against themselves on his
dresser, when my reasons for sitting with him were not what they are.
His coffee is cold. This waiting is ugly. He falls asleep, reads, falls
asleep. I pretend there is break in continuity, no lacuna. I laugh when he
needs me to and lie enough.
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Poetry

Brian Glaser

Dutch Proverbs
Translated From A
Painting

Once the stew is spilled on the cobbles
a ladle is only good for spreading it around.
A servile man sets groundfowl free on the ledge of a sill.
The dog eyes the plate, the heron eyes the carafe.
No one can see that the man squatting through a window
is upstairs dirtying his shirt.
The poor boy who gathers lambswool has no basket—
the fat one who shears pigs needs it for research.
A kneeling violinist makes music in a small space.
Cast seeds and smoke blow in the same direction.
Carrying a basket of sulfur water,
the prudent man runs while holding his breath.
Trying to drown and bury a wild boar in the same hole
increases its odds of survival.
Sham beads and aureoles can fool a painted saint.
The view from inside a broken glass ball is the same,
only shadier and more down to earth.
A cornered man wrestles a column wearing his hat.
The man with his back to everything must be acting.
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Poetry

Carol Hamilton

Mother and Daughter:
Photograph by the
Mother (c.1900)

It looks as if she forced her daughter,
Arms dangle, face empty, a marionette,
While elegant mother is poses’ arbiter.
Gown flounced, draped, false flowers on hers,
The daughter’s a plain and childish toilette,
This shot surely forced on her daughter.
Girl’s strings are slack, Punch and Judy over,
Or already dead now, this Juliet,
Her death mask listless. What now, O Arbiter?
Her mother bought camera to assure
Sons’ achievements were caught in her net,
Then she forced the last shot on her daughter.
The girl was the eldest, but I infer
She was always the afterthought, never the pet.
Judgment favored the sons of this arbiter.
Their eyes the same, the shape recurs,
But the faces belie love’s family debt.
With gentle smile she forces her daughter,
Wraps her in elegant arms, snaps pose. Arbiter.
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Mariana Santos

Lisbon

NonFiction

Michael K. Brantley

Rationed

War Ration Book No. 3, serial number 747986, despite bearing
my Daddy’s name in pencil, is, according to the WARNING clearly printed
on the cover, property of the United States government.
Roughly the same dimensions of a postcard, the booklet has
yellowed with age, peeling back and softening at the corners. It was issued
in the fall of 1943, when Daddy was 10 years old. He must have thought
it was a really neat to have a book of stamps that featured illustrations of a
field artillery piece, a tank, an aircraft carrier and a fighter plane. Most of
the stamps are still intact, despite the shortages then of many goods. I’ve
asked him about this over the years, and in particular what store his family
patronized.
“Grocery store? We didn’t go to the grocery store. We grew
everything.”
“Sugar? Gas? Coffee? You had to get some things from the store.”
When I was younger, this would often be followed by the pat
answer: “Don’t be such a smartass.” But lately, as Daddy’s health continues
to decline, his face goes blank, strained, as he is searching for memories that
are either no longer there, or are buried so deeply in the warehouses of his
mind they can’t be found.
About once a week after supper, when I was in elementary school,
we visited my grandparents. Daddy grew up in a century-old, two-story,
white house, surrounded by sheds and packhouses of farm equipment,
seed, fertilizer, pastures of cows and bordered by the meandering Tar River,
35 miles east of Raleigh. It was a house his daddy had bought at auction,
moving the family from the humble homeplace a few miles away.
My paternal grandparents were as ancient to me as the house,
and even as a seven-year old, the thought that my grandmother was
born in the 1800s seemed impossible. She was old enough to remember
Teddy Roosevelt as a Rough Rider, and at 21, not having yet married
my grandfather, was considered an old maid when the Titantic sank. My
grandfather, a decade younger than her, predated the Wright brothers’
flight. I remember they were gray-white, grouchy and immobile, she in a
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wheelchair, and he hobbled from toes lost to diabetes. They let me and my
parents know that children were best seen and not heard, and that I could
most certainly benefit from less sparing of the rod.
I dreaded the visits because their house was always hot, and
smelled funny — an odd mix of musty stuffiness, pipe smoke, greasy food
and bug spray. There wasn’t anything to do but listen to gossipy complaints.
Mama always looked miserable as well.
My refuge was Mrs. Whitley. She was nearly as old as my
grandparents and rented a road-front bungalow on the farm. Her home
had an entirely different atmosphere. Throughout the house and covering
nearly every inch of her screened-porch were dozens of terra cotta pots,
planters, hanging baskets, glass bottles, moonshine jugs, each with plants
from the mundane to the exotic. Damaged aquariums were converted into
terrariums. Mrs. Whitley was always welcoming, wearing a homemade
dress, stockings, dress shoes and horn-rimmed glasses on a beaded chain.
Her hands were dry and aged, but her touch on my shoulder when I arrived,
and the hugs when I left were as soft and warm as my bed sheets when
Mama brought them in from the clothesline on a hot July day.
I’d run to her screen door and yell for her. She was almost always
tending her plants on the front porch. She’d call me by my full name, invite
me to come on in and help her “water up.” She showed me the wonders
of the aloe plant, which she called a “medicine plant,” the amazing Venus
flytraps, geraniums that she could make bloom all year and all types of
ferns. She showed me seed trays of the latest things she started and how to
look for bugs and diseases.
Once we had worked our way through the house, she’d pull an ice
cold, glass bottle of 7-Up out of her refrigerator and ask me to split it with
her while we talked about what cuttings she would send me home with, and
how to make sure they grew. We talked about school and books and farming
and sat on her porch in rockers, watching the cars zip by on the highway
just a few yards away as Alex Trebek read answers on Jeopardy, blaring from
the small black and white Zenith in the living room. Sometimes we talked
about her dead husband, or her kids or grandkids.
Even in the hot July summers, that porch was nice and cool.
Sometimes we got out her electric ice crusher, dumped cubes from the old
metal-levered ice trays into the hopper and ground away on a contraption
that was as loud as a chainsaw. The 7-Up was always better served that way.
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When Mama came to get me, she’d always ask if I had been good.
“Oh, he’s such a sweet boy and a big helper, he can come over anytime,”
Mrs. Whitley would say with a big smile, even though I know I had to wear
her out some evenings with all my questions.
Her house was comfortable and friendly and safe. I didn’t have to
sit and be quiet. I never ride by that old house — long empty — without
thinking about those summer evenings, and I’ve never seen an aloe plant as
big as those Mrs. Whitley grew.
This book is valuable. Do not lose it. That is the first instruction
listed on the back of War Ration Book No. 3. There are other instructions
as well, indicating that the enclosed stamps would be required, in addition
to money, to buy rationed goods and that time, place, quantity and cost
would be established by the Office of Price Administration. Unused books
were not to be thrown away, even after they expired.
The instructions are followed by a good bit of propaganda.
Rationing was vital to the war effort and any attempt to violate the rules was
an “effort to deny someone his share and” would “create hardship and help
the enemy.” A ration book was the government’s “assurance of your right to
buy your fair share of certain goods made scarce by the war.” Price ceilings
were set to contain inflation, and consumers were advised to not pay more
than posted prices. Finally, there was an admonition, “If you don’t need it,
don’t buy it.”
The front cover was to include the vital entry of identification
information such as the address, height, weight, age and sex of the holder,
as well as the occupation. Only Daddy’s name, James, is entered, by my
grandmother’s hand, writing so distinctive that I recognize it even though I
only knew the woman for nine years.
There is one final warning on the booklet. Violators of rationing
rules were subject to a $10,000 fine, which today is the equivalent of
$136,000.
				
The tide of World War II was turning in 1943. By the time Daddy’s
family received War Ration Book No. 3, Italy had been invaded, and within
a month Marines were on Tarawa. FDR, Churchill, and Stalin were already
talking about Operation Overlord.
Times were tough on the home front. Income tax rates ranged
from 81-94 percent, and workers were constantly encouraged to buy war
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bonds. Women and teenagers took on many jobs previously held only by
men. Nearly 300,000 Mexican laborers were brought in by the government
to work on farms. None of them went to Nash County, on the farm outside
the town of Spring Hope, where five people depended on it to survive —
my grandparents, headed past middle age, Daddy, and his two brothers.
Rationing was like most government programs — wrought with
complications, filled with exemptions for powerful people and ripe for
corruption.
There were several parts to the rationing program. There was
uniform rationing, which provided equal shares of a single commodity, such
as sugar. Point rationing was for processed foods such as meat and cheese,
and differential rationing of things such as gas and fuel oil depending on
need. Other items fell under certificate rationing which required citizens to
provide an application and demonstrate a need for such items as tires, cars,
stoves and typewriters.
Prices were posted in stores, but it’s hard to find prices because
the combination of stamps required varied from the issue of each price list,
which was determined by supply and demand. Another complication was
that the buyer not only had to have stamps, he or she had to have the cash
money to make the purchase as well. No change was given until books were
issued in 1944 that featured ration coins, red and blue paper circles about
the size of a dime.
Vehicles required one of five types of stickers on the front
windshield. A Type-A black sticker was the most common which allowed
the holder to buy four gallons of fuel per week. “Pleasure riding” was strictly
forbidden. A Type-B green sticker was issued for driving essential to the
war effort and allowed the purchase of eight gallons per week. Red Type-C
stickers were for doctors, ministers, mailmen and railroad workers, and T
stickers were for truckers. Members of Congress and other VIPs were given
Type-X stickers which carried no restrictions.
Despite the warnings of penalties and fines and unpatriotic
behavior, an entire underground industry based around ration books
developed. There was fraud, forgery and theft of books, as well as an
exchange system of cash for certain high demand stamps and hoarding of
goods for sale at a later time. A black market arose almost immediately upon
commencement of the program.
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My parents remember a more common gray market that developed
among neighbors and was common in rural areas. Mama’s family of six, all
with a weakness for sweets, always ran through their allotment of sugar,
so they swapped stamps with friends and family who needed other things.
In their estimation, each person legitimately issued a book of stamps was
entitled to use all of the stamps. No one was stealing or acquiring extra
books, they all simply had different grocery lists.
The government tried to combat this by stipulating that clerks
remove stamps from intact books presented at purchase. This was practically
impossible to enforce, and as long as the number of stamps matched the
inventory sold, there was no problem.
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I feel guilty sometimes that I didn’t make more of an effort to be
a better grandchild to Daddy’s parents. I always excuse myself by thinking
that I was just a child, and that they should have been kinder and gentler
with me. I wonder how Daddy’s childhood must have been, how it was to
have love rationed.
Not long after my grandmother died my grandfather passed,
before I even made it to middle school. When Daddy and his older brother
had to sort and distribute belongings, I made the trek up the wide, grand,
polished, wooden staircase. It was known that the house was so carefully and
skillfully crafted, that in many places it is held together by pegs rather than
nails. I never went upstairs when my grandparents were alive, so for me, it
was a dropping of the veil. The second floor was right out of a Hitchcock
film, furniture covered in white sheets, large empty rooms, wonderful views
of pastures and even a glimpse of the river in winter, when the leaves were
off the trees. I wonder if my grandparents were a reflection of the house, the
best parts covered, hidden, long forgotten but full of small treasures. They
spent most of their time in just three rooms, rarely enjoying what they had,
mostly griping when I was around.
I helped with the cleanup and my fascination with history was
piqued at every turn. On a desk, much like the one where I pay bills now,
stacked as if waiting for immediate attention, were the ration books. There
are plenty left for gasoline, sugar and other staples. There were whole
newspapers lying around, waiting to be read, from the day after events such
as Pearl Harbor. It was as if those incidents had happened that week, not 40
years earlier. I also found an old schoolbook. It belonged to my grandfather
a man who always seemed so humorless, but who inscribed an old saw he
scribbled on the leaf cover:

Do not steal this book my friend,
For fear the gallows will be your end.
And when you hear your long neck crack,
You’ll wish I had my book back.
I rescued these items from disposal and they have a place in my
home and imagination. I don’t know what memories my children will retain
and what will be discarded in their minds, although I fear his PTSD from
another war, Korea, has entrenched Daddy as a grumpy old man to them.
As parents, my wife and I think, “They’ll always remember this.” But I see
the fallacy of this, as I listen to the things they talk about and the things
I overhear them tell other people. It is interesting what sticks with us, the
things we tuck away into a book of memory all our own, and savor like a
cool 7Up over crushed ice on a screened porch in the summer.
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Poetry

Ivan Hobson

Staying With Her

I wouldn’t look for a machining job here:
the streets too narrow, dust on cars too thin,
too many boutiques; too many manicured hands,
fingernails clean and smooth as machined delrin.
Janelle bought me a suit,
created my resume—stretched facts
for bank, office, sales managers.
At the interviews I shook their hands quickly,
nervous of the truth in my palm—the pads
of hardened skin, scar tissue of mistakes.
Nervous of my stiffness in dress shoes,
my distrust of neckties because of what power
and moving parts could do if they caught them.
Of the few that said they would—no one called back
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Poetry

Steve Hood

Obliquity

As jets land, take off,
metallic structures light as
feathery organisms,
dystrophic refugees walk
out of drought zones, like
eukaryotic mammals.
Factory machines belch
plastic products, coal
power plants burn smoke,
as daylight chases time zones,
workers fall asleep, wake,
cars stop and go.
Hard drive heavy metals
sink to oceans’ bottoms,
discussed in ivory towers,
as armed humans compete
for the last resources,
hide in bunkers of fear.
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Joshua
Cranmer Life On
Mars

Nonfiction

RaeLyn Hamilton

The H(air) I Breathe

When my mother got cancer, she shaved her head. In Pre-Calculus,
I opened my Blackberry to a picture message of her dyed auburn hair on the
kitchen floor. A week later, my mom stood in line at Walmart with a sheer
magenta scarf around her head, chatting with strangers who asked her what
type she was suffering from. I hid behind her with my eyes burning through
rows of Butterfingers and Snickers, pulling my size one jeans up by their
half-ripped belt loops. On the way to the car, I watched a blonde girl slow
down her steps. Her eyes followed us as her father dragged and pulled her
shoulder out of socket. I told my mom she should consider a wig. “Why the
hell would I want to cover this up?” she said. A month later, a shirt with a
pink ribbon that read, “Go ahead, ask me about it” arrived in the mail and
I begged her not to wear it.
For the rest of the year I was allowed to go home after Pre-Calculus
every day, prompting my peers to meet in the principal’s office to lobby
for the right to cut their days short too. Walking through the halls with
my hand-me-down backpack, I was met with slit eyes and whispers – she’s
lucky. I left school on Monday and Wednesday and drove my mother’s
2001 Chrysler minivan three miles to Starbucks then one to Clifton Springs
Hospital to sit with her during her biweekly chemotherapy. I was alone on
the road, blasting Alanis Morrisette. The first time I made the drive, I bit
my lips until they bled and I thought about you.
Whenever you’d drop in I would hear your cracked cowboy boots
storming down the hall. I would kick off my blankets, scream “DAD,”
and bury my head into your t-shirt, my nose disappearing into your gut,
breathing you in with my eyes closed tight. “What’re you dooooin?”
you always said first. My lips would disappear into a blur giving you the
SparkNotes version of my year. I started telling you about my teachers –the
one who talked until marshmallow fluff formed at the corners of her mouth,
the Spanish teacher who had a “mood mole” that gave away her demeanor
before she spoke. As I talked, my eyes devoured you. I studied your new
tattoos. Your ex-girlfriend was painted in ink across each forearm; on the
left she was dressed in all blue, on the right, she wore devil horns. I stole
glances at your ponytail, counting the new gray strands that battled black.
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Before I was old enough to go to school you would coax me to
take naps with you every day. I was never tired, but you always passed out
immediately with your feet hanging off the end of the waterbed. I lay next
to you, turned from side to side, belly flopped onto my stomach. The waves
and sloshing of water under the plastic never woke you. You inhaled and it
sounded like one thousand snowplows dragging against summer pavement.
You exhaled and the room became thick with the smell of Budweiser. I
set my prickly knees against your back, becoming the “big spoon.” I put
my fingers on your scalp and combed them through the darkness, down
your speckled spine, until I reached the frail ends. My four-year-old hands
yanked at each tangle. You never even flinched, but I felt vengeance. Later,
when you became just a visitor, you would push my thin hair up and to
the side; my eyes would dart to the toes of your boots. “Still got your baby
fat, huh?” you would tease. Mom always let you sleep on the couch, which
would later become her permanent resting place, and in the morning your
lips, wet with whiskey, would mush “goodbye” against my cheek.
In the third month, my mother and I shrunk into ourselves.
The air in our three bedroom apartment was sick, still, sardined. It was
just the two of us but I felt crowded. We blinded ourselves to each other.
My mom talked to my cheekbones. I spoke to what was behind her – a
stained pillow, a picture of Mother Theresa, an apple-shaped kitchen timer.
Some nights, when the foggy blue of dusk snuck between our tightly shut
curtains, I would lay with her – my temple aching on top of her collarbone,
my collarbone jagged against her sternum, our ribs reaching out and lacing
together with each slow inhale. “We got this, baby,” she whispered. When
she slept, I mopped the sweat from her wrinkled scalp, feeling her skull
jut out and poke my fingertips. When I felt up to it, I emptied her watery
vomit from the industrial sized paint can that set up camp next to her on
the couch. Her stomach refused to hold food. My stomach screamed and
clawed at my insides.
As a toddler, my carrot stained cheeks invited comments from
strangers. “She doesn’t miss very many meals,” said a woman in line behind
us at JCPenny. When my older sister, Alyssa, was an infant she left my
mom’s breasts bruised and tender. I latched on with ease – suckling to the
last drop, screaming until clear mucus dribbled down my chin when feeding
time was done. Seventeen years later, I stared at my mom’s scarred breast
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as I ground my teeth. I cupped both of my breasts in one hand wondering
if they were large enough to be squeezed into the “flat fish” that my mom
described after her mammograms. I remembered you asking me when my
boobs were going to “come in” and I would sigh and think maybe next year.
God, I hope next year.
Next year came and Alyssa returned from college to see me off to
the homecoming dance. We were unhealthily close – sleeping in the same
twin bed until our growing bodies sent me to the top bunk, peeing together
in the tiniest bathrooms, just in case the Toilet Monster sucked one of us in
while we sat. When she returned from college, I ran downstairs to greet her;
my knees clunked together and her arms wrapped themselves twice around
my back. While my mom lay on the couch, I sat up straight on the black,
fuzzy chair in my room as Alyssa curled my hair. With my 32 A’s braless
under my camisole, I shivered and shook as each hot ringlet fell onto the
ridge of my shoulder blade. Our eyes met and magnetized in the mirror;
she tilted her head and smiled. I stood, flipping my head upside-down and
spraying a film of XXXTreme hairspray across the underside of my curls.
I heard Alyssa gasp behind me. I stood and sent my spine safely back into
hiding under my flaking flesh.
‘”How much do you weigh?” she asked me.
“106,” I said, adding ten pounds.
When I was alone, I slid my dress – covered in sharp silver sequins
– over my head and walked into the living room to show my mom, who
stared at the glare of the sparkles, cat-calling and weakly hooting until I left
the house, slipping into my boyfriend’s siren red Mustang, “Sally.”
That February, when I thought I was ready, I let my boyfriend kiss
me. On my back in his dad’s king size bed at two o’clock in the afternoon,
his peeling lips fit perfectly around my eyebrow. He kissed my neck and I
jolted my jawbone into his skull with a giggle. He kissed my shoulder and
my extra rib, which protruded as I sucked in air and held it captive. His
lips brushed the line of blonde hairs below my belly button and I winced,
grabbed his curls, and set his mouth on my bare thigh – where he whispered
into the ladle-shaped scar you left on my leg. After, I looked at his dad’s
shiny hair in a picture on the nightstand and that leg wrapped around his
twice. He flinched.
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I dig through a box of our photographs and smile to myself at
your brave haircuts. Every picture a new one: a half-hearted Mohawk; thick

strands that curled around your shoulders at the end; a short mullet that
you sported with a smile as you held Alyssa in front of the Christmas tree.
In the front flap of your leather wallet there is a picture of me in sixth grade
– my highlighted, permed hair behind my ears, purple-framed glasses that
glared off the camera, and my t-shirt that read, “I traded my boyfriend in
for a puppy.” You teased me and said you showed all of your girlfriends that
picture, that you kept it there because it was your favorite. You let out a
Joker-esque laugh, “like you could have kept boyfriend with those ears and
that pudge of yours anyway.”
The first time my boyfriend cheated on me, I ran hips-first into
the nearest boy. “You have stupid hair,” I breathed, my bottom lip scraping
against the stubble of his sideburns while my jagged knees clenched and
rocked around his ribcage. After, in the blue of his bedroom, I watched my
arm, sticky against his chest, rise and fall as he drifted into a dream about
me that left him twitching and kicking. I peeled my arm away and curled it
into a C around his face. My elbow hovered above his collar, saving him the
painful meeting of our bones. I set my fingers on his stupid hair, let them
play in the waves.
I waited four months to tell my boyfriend about The Boy
With Stupid Hair. Sitting in the passenger seat of his car, I regretted it
immediately. On the back roads, Sally’s speedometer climbed to eighty-five
and the cornfields turned into streaks of green blockades around us. I closed
my eyes tight, kept the window down, and let my hair whip me.
I did not learn my lesson and after that car ride I hid my Blackberry
in the kitchen cupboard every day my boyfriend came over because The Boy
With Stupid Hair wanted more, and I thought I might too. My boyfriend
and I screamed and lied and had sex twice a day. I kept my bra on and he
didn’t try to take it off. He got dressed, watched TBS and ate Raisin Bran
at the foot of my bed. I put my toes on his back and stayed naked under
the blankets.
When he told me he was moving to Ohio I slammed my bedroom
door in his face and walked into the heavy air of the kitchen. My mom was
in her flamingo pose, the curve of her foot spooning the inside of her knee,
bent over the kitchen sink. She looked at my cheekbones and asked me to
take the dogs outside, I looked at the space where her eyebrows once grew
and flatly told her no. She walked down the hallway with her lips parted
and her shoulder pressed against the wall. When her shuffling feet reached
the foyer I could hear the clinking of leashes and the crunching of plastic
“Doggie Do-Do” bags. I sunk against the door of my bedroom and when
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my boyfriend opened it I fell into his kneecaps, his arms wrapped around
my spine and shins, and he set my bones in a ball on his lap. In the still air
of the apartment, I knew that he needed movement. I decided I wouldn’t let
him kiss me again, and that I needed movement too.
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You moved to Arizona and when I graduated I followed you. I
walked to my classes, let the dusty air clog my nostrils, and peeled my hair
off my wet back. After eight months of being in the desert, you called me,
drunk, from an inner tube on Lake Havasu. Alone in my dorm, I sat in
my underwear, my bare-butt against the cold cement floor, tossing clothes
into the suitcase you bought me. In the new climate, nothing had changed,
but I needed your help. I left a voicemail begging you to help me move my
belongings 3,000 miles to New York. When you called me back, I turned
down Prince, watched my translucent arm hairs rattle in the breeze of my
fan, and listened to your words. “You know you deserved to be cheated on.”
Slut. Chunky. When I hung up, I twisted my split ends into a tight bun,
walked into the bathroom, and purged myself of you.
The day after our phone call, I stepped outside and watched a wall
of dust creep over the mountains. I pressed my wet palm over my mouth
and thought of James and the Giant Peach. In the movie, James sat on
the beach and watched a gray rhinoceros stampede out of the clouds; in
the next scene, his parents had vanished forever. For a moment, I pictured
you driving the Volvo your brother bought you. I imagined you rising and
swirling in the rocky dust storm, your ponytail freeing and lashing itself
against your face until you rose up, disappearing in the sandy cloud for
good. Mom called me from her front porch in New York and told me she
saw it coming. She said I should have too. In between the silent, hovering
drags of her cigarette she told me “mommy took care of it.” I pictured her
wrinkled lips, dry around her Marlboro’s, curling against her false teeth
with each suck. I could see her, her knees against her chest, running her
fingers through her new, “virgin hair,” twirling her pointer finger around
the innocent wisps. The wind picked up and my breath got choppy. A flake
of dust found my eye. “I can’t deal with this right now,” I said, and hung
up the phone.
That morning, I ordered my iced coffee with my eyes fixated on
cookies decorated like Easter eggs, remembering when I was a sinkhole. In
middle school I would scarf down refrigerated Ho-Hos as frozen Taquitos
sizzled and screamed in the oven. I would melt Colby Jack cheese in the
microwave and eat the gooey, marbled mess with a fork. In my first year

of college, I accepted my watered-down coffee with quaking fingers and in
class, when my stomach squeezed and hurled itself against me, I grinned at
my boots. Alone in my dorm, I Googled recipes for loaded mashed potatoes
and home-style beef stew and collected take-out menus from places like
“No. 1 China Buffett” and “Yum Yum China.” I bought bags of Chex Mix
and watched the tasteless squares and tooth-chipping bagel crisps fall into
the garbage can, uneaten. At night when I showered, I wiped gobs of my
lost hair on the wet walls. When I finished, I turned the water towards them
and watched the brown strands clog the drain.
I’m lying in a different bed, with a different boyfriend, in a
different state. His head is on my chest and I inhale strong – getting high off
his unwashed hair and the smell of his neighbor’s Indian food that sneaks
through the tiny holes of the window screen. He makes dinner, wearing
only the boxer briefs that I bought him, and I hold him like a baby koala
from behind – latched tight with my bare breasts pressed against his back. I
ravage my meal and then wait for him to finish – petting the hairless inside
of his thigh while he chews slowly. At night he lies on his back and I prop
my head up with my bicep, curl my wrist, and set my fingers on his matted
head. From the root to the ends, with my pinky in the air, the rest of my
fingers crawl and carefully climb over snarls.
In the morning, I will get on a bus to New York and he will tell
me hours later that his pillow smells like my strawberry shampoo. My mom
will pick me up from the bus station and drop me off at my dorm. I will hug
her from the passenger seat and breathe in her smoky auburn strands. I will
close the door of her minivan and I will look back and into her eyes when I
wave goodbye. I will lie in bed and ignore your attempts at amends in your
threatening texts. “I don’t care if I have to follow you.” The next day, I will
sit in class with a silent, still stomach, pick loose hairs off my fleece jacket,
and drop them coolly on the white tile floor for whoever decides to look.
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Poetry

George Gott

I need
to be corrected.
I need
to be denied.
Oh God
especially me.
Elizabeth
said to me:
My son
I love you.
Without saying
a word.
Viola said to me:
My brother
I love you.
Without saying
a word.
And now
the holy Father
says: I love you.
And not a word
is spoken.
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Wilderness

God does not
study language.
God studies
the beauty
of life.
And never says
a word.
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Juliet
Degree Cushman
Ave

Fiction

Editor’s Choice Award Winner

Lily Iona MacKenzie

Home

The sign in the North Beach grocery store said “HOME offered.
Low rent. Family atmosphere. Prefer an imaginative female over 18 to
balance the energy.” I didn’t know how to balance energy, but I was over
18, and I had to find a pad—pronto. So I made an appointment to see the
place, a two-story house on Green Street in San Francisco.
Once there, I compared the numbers over the door with those
on the scrap of paper in my hand, confused by the sign stuck in the lawn,
printed in Gothic letters. Christmas lights circling its border flashed on
and off: “Living art studio open for viewing 24 hours a day. Donations
accepted.”
The grass, or what was left of it, had turned brown and weeds
crowded out any life, nudging the sidewalk where I stood. The house itself
had another large sign over the front door reading HOME in glittering
gold letters.
The place stood out from the others on the block. Florescent paint
created a rainbow effect, streaks of red, orange, yellow, blue, green, and
purple coiling around the exterior. It made me dizzy just looking at it, like
Dorothy arriving at the end of the rainbow.
Footprints painted on the sidewalk leading up to the front door
went off in contrary directions. I got hung up fitting my feet in the various
shapes. While I was standing there, one leg pointed in one direction, the
other midair, a disembodied voice said over a loudspeaker, “You must be
Cinch. Come on in.”
Not a soul in sight. The front door was barred. No one was looking
out the windows.
I disentangled my legs and was about to open the front door,
when something hit me softly on the head. It was a swing that dangled
from an upstairs window.
“Climb aboard! We’ll pull you up.”
“No way!”
“Doors are for plebeians. Take a chance, we’ll reel you in safely.”
I didn’t have anything to lose, so I stood on the wooden swing,
balanced between two thick yellow ropes that I gripped tightly. A pulley
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creaked and some grunts came from inside the house. The ground retreated,
and a minute later several hands helped me climb through the window. The
stench of burning incense and grass stung my nostrils.
It took a minute for my eyes to adjust to the candlelight. Black
curtains covered the windows. The place resembled a fallout shelter.
“Welcome home, Cinch. I’m JimmyDean. This is Josh. That’s
Nostalgia. Beckett’s away for a few weeks. Betsy’s out shopping.”
Nostalgia knelt in the corner, working on her loom. Her straight
flax-colored hair reached her ankles, covering her body, the hair the only
thing she was wearing. It appeared as if she were weaving her own hair.
JimmyDean sat on a captain’s chair in front of a periscope, Greek
sailor cap pushed back on his head, hair sticking out in all directions. He
puffed on a weed, looking nothing like his namesake. “Want a hit?” He
passed the joint to me. I took it between my thumb and middle finger,
sucked in, and held the smoke in my lungs as long as I could before choking.
Then I let it out with a long whooshing sound.
One big cluttered space, sculptures and paintings in process were
scattered here and there. I passed the joint to Josh. He was leaning over a
long wooden workbench, wearing overalls; his beard reached his chest, and
rows of dolls were laid out in front of him. His wire-rim glasses rode the
bridge of his nose, and he resembled a very young Santa, bowing and taking
the joint from me, puffing and passing it on to Nostalgia.
Motions jerky, one of the dolls started walking and talking: “Yo,
Cinch. Welcome to our humble home.” I couldn’t take my eyes off of the
puppet, a female harlequin dressed in pointed hat and harem pants.
The grass started working, and I did feel at home, warm and
welcome, happy to be with these new friends, laughter bubbling up inside
me.
“I don’t get it. What is this place?”
“Theater,” the puppet said.
“Theater?”
Nostalgia stood up and slithered across the room to the workbench.
She picked up another puppet, expertly manipulating its mouth, arms and
legs. Nipples showed through Nostalgia’s jungle of hair, a daisy growing out
of each one.
The doll said, “We’re all artists. Our lives are art. We invite the
public to view us eating, sleeping, bathing, working, fucking, shitting. It’s
all out there, no secrets. We’re creating a revolution, right here in North
Beach.”
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It sounded good to me, except I wasn’t crazy about strangers
knowing my secrets. But I needed a place to live, and the grass made me feel
open to anything. “I can dig it.”
“What’s your gig?,” JimmyDean asked.
I thought for a minute. “I sing and play the piano.”
“Cool! A musician.”
That sounded good to me too. I wasn’t exactly a musician, but if
they wanted to think so, who was I to disagree?
Nostalgia’s puppet made out as if it was playing the piano.
“You play jazz?”
I didn’t know who was speaking now, puppets or humans, all their
mouths going, the grass making me feel fuzzy. “Not exactly. A little country.
Some show tunes. Rock.”
“Great. Just what we need to complete the family. Cinch, you’ve
got a new mother, father, siblings—the works. Betsy’s the mother right now
and Beckett the father. We’ve got a garden out back and some chickens.”
I blurted out, “I don’t have a job or any money,” terrified they’d
kick me out and I’d be forced to sleep on the streets.
“That’s cool. We don’t work either, at least not for capitalist
money.” It seemed to be JimmyDean talking now.
“So how do you get by?”
“Easy, that’s what a family’s for. We help each other. We put all our
money in a pot and take what we need.”
I didn’t see how a system like this could work. People always took
more than their share. “Where does the money come from?”
“Donations—we collect from people who visit the house. We
work the street scene at Fisherman’s Wharf—Josh, Nostalgia, and I have a
great puppet act. We get some money from welfare. The government owes
us something for saving the country.”
“What’s the deal with the swing?”
“It gives us some control over who comes into the place. We don’t
want cops showing up, busting us for drugs.”
“Makes sense.”
It all made sense to me, especially when I was high. Grass made
me see things more clearly. Who needed possessions? What was public?
Private? I didn’t even need one man just for myself. That was selfish. Sharing
was what it was all about—share and share alike. I really had found a family.
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Nostalgia and Betsy were like two big sisters to me. Betsy cooked
and ate and laughed and smoked. We called her Earth Mother, her breasts
mountains of flesh, her arms swaying branches, her dyed hair green as grass.
She was a barrel of laughs.
Nostalgia was more serious. She even read. Entire books.
They thought makeup was part of women’s oppression, so I tried
going without it too. But it felt weird not using it, like I was naked. Makeup
made me visible; without it I didn’t think anyone noticed me.
The three of us were downstairs one day, hanging out, yakking.
Nostalgia said, “You should read this. It’s far out.” She handed me The
Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir.
I took the book, fell back on a huge melon-colored cushion
propped against a wall (the only furniture we had were cushions and
mattresses scattered around the house), and glanced at the introduction:
“’What is a woman?’ You mean she spends 705 pages trying to figure it
out?”
Nostalgia sat with her legs open, arms circling her knees. She
seemed to understand what a woman was: “You don’t realize yet how
oppressed we’ve been. Simone lays it all out, the way we’re conditioned to
act the way we do. The inequality between the sexes.”
“Geez.” I tried not to stare at Nostalgia’s genitals. She was laying it
all out too. I was relieved when she draped her long hair over her crotch. I
hadn’t seen her in clothes except when she went out, which was rarely.
I asked her what she had against clothes.
“I stopped wearing them because I didn’t want to be defined by
society any longer. I didn’t want the fashion world telling me what to wear
and who to look like. I just want to be seen as a person, not someone else’s
idea of a woman.”
Betsy stopped shelling peas. “So what is a woman?”
Nostalgia shrugged. “Read the book.”
I took out my package of Marlboros and passed them around,
lighting up before looking again at the introduction. It was tough going.
The only thing I could make out was that “every female human being is not
necessarily a woman; to be so considered she must share in that mysterious
and threatened reality known as femininity.”
I threw down the book. “How can you be female and not be a
woman? I don’t get it.”
“Read on.”
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I kept getting lost in the forest of words. “What in hell is she
talking about? Do you understand this stuff?”
Nostalgia said, “Some of it. What I don’t understand, I just skip.
You still get the picture.”
I wanted some pictures. The book was pretty dry. “I’d have to skip
a whole lot. Why doesn’t she speak plain English?”
“She’s a philosopher. They all talk like that. Here’s another book
you should read, The Feminine Mystique. It’ll open your eyes too.”
It did, but I didn’t know what to do with this new knowledge.
One morning about two weeks after I moved in, I saw a black guy
climbing through the kitchen window and screamed. “Cool it,” he said,
“I’m Beckett.” Chest bare, an embroidered vest framing it, wearing a black
Stetson, he stood there brushing dirt off his skin-tight Levi’s and looked
around the room.
I just stared. This was my new father?
“You living here now?”
I nodded.
“Gotta name?”
“Cinch.”
“That’s hip.”
“Thanks.”
As big as a football player, he opened the fridge, grabbed a bottle
of milk, and chugalugged the whole thing. After, he wiped his mouth with
the back of his hand. “Has Josh harvested the grass yet?”
“Won’t be ready till next week.”
“Shit.” I’d never heard the word shit spoken so lovingly. It came
out slowly and in two syllables—”She-it.”
My genitals began to twitch. I tried to ignore the sensations, but
just looking at this man turned me on. He was all man. And I wanted him
to be my man. No sharing. No free love. Mine. Period. I’d even marry him
if he asked me. Have kids. The works.
So much for Simone de Beauvoir and Betty Friedan. What did
they know about hormones?
Beckett had other plans. All he could think of was dropping acid
and painting nudes and starting a revolution. I wondered how the three
things went together, but I didn’t want to sound ignorant. So I draped my
naked body on some cushions and he painted me. Each brush stroke made
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my skin tingle; I felt like purring.
One night, he finally talked me into trying acid with him. “It’s
cool, babe. You’ll love it. Trust me. You’ve never had a trip like it. It’ll blow
your mind.”
I liked traveling, so I planned to treat it like another adventure
and see what happened. I didn’t want him to drop me because I wasn’t cool.
We were at a bar in North Beach that had a dance floor. Beckett
handed me a piece of newsprint the size of a dime and said, “Down the
hatch.” It felt weird to be swallowing those words, to feel them welling up
in my belly. Of course it wasn’t the words that got me high. It was the acid
he put on the paper. But I couldn’t get it out of my head that words were
growing inside me and marching out of my mouth. They crawled up my
spine, using it for a ladder.
Then my face and hands started to tingle. I looked at my fingers,
turning my hands slowly, holding them up in front of my face. I could see
right through them, into the blood pulsing through my veins, into the veins
themselves. The lines in my palm became enlarged and actually looked like
paths that crisscrossed and dead-ended. I saw myself running along those
paths, getting bumped from one to the other.
Time had almost stopped and the most important thing was
looking at my hands. It seemed to take days for me to lift a glass to my lips
and to sip from it, the liquid becoming lava as it crept down my throat,
erupting in my stomach into a giant sunflower. Sunflower seeds were
exploding out of my mouth, shooting across the room.
Stationary things started moving around, appearing wavy and
distorted. The black upright piano rocked back and forth and seemed to
be dancing along with the people on the dance floor, giants now, at least
20 feet tall. I looked at Beckett and he was 20 feet tall, too, a bald genie
that had popped out of the beer bottle he was holding to his mouth. Then
I became fascinated with the raindrops on the window. They were red ants
scurrying around.
Blocks of time dropped into some black hole. The next I recall
we were in a park off Columbus Avenue, lying on the grass. Constellations
throbbed and flashed like neon signs, slithering across the heavens, falling
to the earth. I got scared and Beckett took me into his arms. Except he was
a bear and I thought he would crush me to death, his penis three-feet long
and trying to penetrate me.
I screamed and tried to run away, but I felt like Alice in
Wonderland, tiny one minute, three times life size the next. Except I had
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no white rabbit to guide me. Just the Queen of Hearts sitting in a swing and
laughing uproariously. Wait! I was the Queen of Hearts and the Mad Hatter
and Alice, all combined.
Then the acid started to wear off. Beckett and I lay there, looking
at the sky. Time had speeded up again and the constellations had stopped
moving, but they seemed inside us now. I turned to Beckett and said, “Man,
how do we fit into all this? Who’s in charge of the show?”
He didn’t look like a genie now or a bear. He was my Beckett
again. “We’re just ants in a huge anthill, babe. This isn’t the only anthill in
the universe.”
I felt comforted and terrified at the same time. Up until then, I’d
felt locked inside my body, within one view of things. Now I knew just how
undependable our senses are. How fast things can shift from one world to
another. I didn’t know where I’d been, but I knew I’d never be the same
again.
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I watched myself emerging on Beckett’s canvas. At first it bothered
me that the image I saw there didn’t really resemble me. My skin looked
darker, and my body appeared to be in pieces that didn’t quite hook up. It
reminded me of how things looked on acid. Maybe I was just a bad acid
trip in the flesh.
But I let Beckett finish painting me. I felt closest to him during
those times. His brush seemed to stroke my flesh and not just the canvas.
It felt like a thousand fingers were caressing me, each individual hair on
the brush picking up one part of my skin and reproducing it. Crazy as it
sounds, I actually felt I was literally part of the image taking shape under
Beckett’s hands. It was the only time we merged and created something
important together—me.
While he worked, he’d go on for hours about communism and how
it was going to free the masses. In his spare time, he passed out pamphlets,
talking up a storm in North Beach coffee houses and bars.
I followed him around, soaking up his ideas. Sometimes he
stopped talking long enough to sleep, and I made sure I was there then. I
pulled off his cowboy boots and crawled into his arms, taking him inside
me, connected to a powerful force.
Nostalgia shook her head in disgust: “You’re his puppet, Cinch.
He’s just using you.”
I nodded absently, hardly hearing her. Being with Beckett was like
a drug—better than acid, better than dope. I couldn’t get enough of it; I

was hooked.
Until he brought home this other girl. “Meet Cinch, Sasha. She’s
your new sister.”
Sister she-it. I was no communist, and I didn’t like sharing. It was
either Sasha or me.
But Beckett really believed the communist crap he spouted and
that included multiple partners. Sasha wasn’t budging, and I couldn’t stand
watching her moon over him. The behavior seemed too familiar.
The house that had become a home to me now felt too small.
It was time to move on. Though he wasn’t the ideal father, Beckett had
given me something I lacked that a father can give: a picture of myself
that helped define me. Through his brushstrokes, I became something
valuable, something I needed to take seriously. So while he and Sasha were
out littering the city with pamphlets, I packed my few things along with his
painting of me and left, ready to meet the new Cinch that was emerging.
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Poetry

Marya Parral

Love Song For Carlos

The thump was strange and called you from the house
to find in pain upon the concrete ground
a tiny bloodied heap of baby squirrel
whose life was ebbing achingly away.
You gently lifted it onto a bed
made makeshift from a foamy piece of cloth
and left it in a place not threatening
in case its mother needed time to mourn.
I thought of loss you’ve borne throughout your yearsyour parents dead too soon, a brother gone,
two sons who will not wed, and more besideand saw the quiet strength it formed in you
to dignify the life and death of this:
a baby squirrel whose time to go had come.
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Ficton

Marya Parral

The Goddesses Took
My Place

It was supposed to have been me in that video you sent me. I was supposed
to have been there at the edge of the birthing pool, not them, and I admit
that a bit of sibling jealousy flared up in me when I saw you call them to
your side. You closed your eyes, dragged deeply on the sustaining air, and
breathed out your summons. They came immediately.
Our other sisters, the goddesses, got you through. Juno Lucina was there,
and gosh did she look all woman, dangling earrings the only clothing on her
unless you’d like to count the robe which was so loose it was falling off her
shoulders and concealed basically nothing. One whiff of her was probably
everything you would have needed, but Eileithyia was there too. Thank
goodness Eileithyia was in a good mood that day, and used her torch not
to burn, but only as a beacon for your baby. Nona was there too, busily
spinning the metaphorical thread of life from her distaff onto her spindle,
and so was Frigg, carrying a bouquet of Lady’s Bedstraw in her arms. (You
didn’t need it-sedatives aren’t your thing-but it was thoughtful of her to
bring it.) Ixchel also made it to your side, and I wondered how you felt
about that serpent entwined upon her head. Just a tad freakish if you ask
me, but she looked so easy with it that perhaps you were able to take it in
stride. Brigid I noticed too, her eyes as radiant as her long red hair. I’ll bet
the light in those eyes provided more than a little pain relief for you, as well
as adequate reason for you to get past any annoyance you might have felt on
account of all those shamrocks strewn across the floor when the whole event
was over. Deverra and Carmenta and Candelifera rounded out your support team that day. It did not escape me that their total of nine was neatly
symbolic at the end of your pregnancy’s journey.
It was supposed to have been me in that video, but instead it was them.
Apparently they did one heck of a job for you, because you were simply
amazing. When you heaved your body into that one last great push and
thrust your baby into daylight’s tender grasp, they looked upon you with
approval, grinning and nodding quietly among themselves. As they filed
from the room, no doubt onward to another sister’s side, I watched them
leaving and found myself flooded by nothing less than gratitude.
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Poetry

Polly Brown

Kin

“Crane!” she said—“Crane—
		
a long yellow beak and gray
feathers, down by the water.”
		
We were in New England;
			
I knew what she had seen.
“Heron, great blue.”
		
But the magic, for her,
by some difference of birth or literature,
			
lay all in the word crane,
		
which she repeated,
as her son clapped his arms like a beak,
				having taken the bird
as a version of his own body.
			
(When it rose, unfolding
		impossible wings,
he would follow, see us
from the sky.) The hell
		with names, I thought,
			and walked on. Hooray
for the heron, for the crane; all,
		
all our kin.
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“I give you this to take with you:
Nothing remains as it was. If you know this, you can
begin again, with pure joy in the uprooting.”

–Judith Minty Letters to My Daughters
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